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As summer inches toward its end this year, I had been considering ways to liven up my basic potato salad recipe, 

and it occurred to me that tzatziki—the bold and zesty, Greek yogurt and cucumber sauce—could be a terrific 

addition to a potato salad. I am not crazy about having a lot of mayonnaise in my salads, and the idea of refreshing 

tzatziki sounded pretty darn good. I was right. 

 

INGREDIENTS 

About 1 1/2 pounds red or yellow potatoes 

1/2 good sized slicing cucumber, peeled 

Kosher salt and black pepper 

2 cloves fresh garlic, finely minced 

1/2 cup Greek yogurt 

Fresh or dried dill leaves 

1/4 cup mayonnaise (I used canola mayo from Trader Joe’s) 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Scrub the potatoes but leave the peel on. Cut the potatoes into large chunks and cook them in salted 

water at a low boil until they are just tender enough to pierce with a knife. Drain, cool and chill them at 

least two hours. 

2. Cut the cucumber lengthwise into quarters (like pickle spears). Use a paring knife to carefully slice off the 

center strip that contains the seeds. Discard them. Slice and dice the remaining parts of cucumber into 

very small bits. Alternatively, you may cut the cuke in half lengthwise, use a spoon to scoop/scrape out 

the seeds, and then grate it on the large holes of a box grater. 

3. Transfer the cucumber bits or shreds to a paper towel-lined bowl and sprinkle it two generous pinches of 

kosher salt. Toss the cucumber in the salt, fold the paper towel over it and put the bowl in the 

refrigerator. After about 30 minutes, gently press the cucumber between layers of clean paper towel to 

remove the excess moisture. Do not rinse off the salt. 

4. In a medium bowl, combine the Greek yogurt, minced garlic, black pepper and dill. It is unlikely that you 

will need additional salt, as the cucumber will bring that flavor to the dip. Fold in the salted, drained 

cucumber bits.  

5. Combine the tzatziki with mayonnaise. Adjust pepper and dill to taste.  

6. Fold the dressing into the chilled cut-up potatoes. Garnish salad with additional sprinkles of dill and a few 

cucumber slices. 
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